We report a novel system for the accurate measurement of all polarization related parameters, including polarization mode dispersion and polarization dependent loss, using binary magneto-optic polarization rotators. By taking advantage of the binary nature of the rotators, we achieved unprecedented DGD, SOPMD, and PDL accuracies of 2.6 fs, 1.39ps 2 , and 0.06 dB respectively; repeatabilities of 0.022 fs, 0.28 ps 2 , and 0.034dB respectively; and resolutions of 1 fs, 0.005 ps 2 and 0.01dB respectively, from 1480 to 1620 nm.
Introduction
As the bit rate of fiber optic communication systems increases from 10 Gbps to 40Gbps, 100Gbps, and beyond, polarization related issues have more and more of an impact on system performance [1] . Polarization related impairments such as polarization mode dispersion (PMD) [2] and polarization dependent loss (PDL) [3] degrade system performance and cause service outages. On the other hand, signals with orthogonal states of polarization can be multiplexed and demultiplexed to double the transmission rate and enable high bit-rate transmission while using smaller bandwidth [4] . Finally, coherent detection, which is critical to 40Gbps and 100Gbps systems, relies on precise polarization management [5, 6] . Consequently, the need for rapid, precise measurement of all polarization related parameters of components and systems is becoming correspondingly acute.
Until recently, optical polarization related measurements have relied on analog technologies [7] , including rotating retarders [8, 9] , rotating polarizers [10, 11] , liquid crystal cells [12] , phase modulators [13] , and four-detector methods [14] . Such analog technologies suffer from inherently low repeatability and require complicated compensation techniques in order to achieve high accuracy measurements. Polarization analysis based on binary ferroelectric liquid crystals was reported recently [15] [16] [17] [18] and was shown to have certain advantages over its analog counterparts. However, its accuracy and repeatability are yet to be proved.
In a previous publication [19] , we reported the development of a binary polarization state generator (PSG) capable of generating five or six particular polarization states on the Poincaré Sphere with a repeatability of better than 0.1° using binary magneto-optic (MO) polarization rotators. We subsequently reported [20] a highly accurate self-calibrating polarization state analyzer (PSA) using the same binary polarization rotators. We pointed out in [19, 20] that a PSG-PSA pair can be used to accurately measure an optical component's polarization dependent loss (PDL), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), retardation, and birefringence. In this paper, we describe in detail the setup and theory for the use of a binary PSG and PSA for component characterization, and then present experimental data to show the accuracy and repeatability of the technique. In order to determine the accuracy of our binary measurement system, we designed and fabricated several PMD and PDL artifacts with precisely known PMD and PDL values to verify our measurement results. We then performed multiple PMD and PDL measurements to determine the resolution, accuracy, and repeatability of the binary approach. With PMD, SOPMD and PDL accuracies of 2.6 fs, 1.39 ps 2 , and 0.06dB, respectively; repeatabilities of 0.022 fs, 0.28 ps 2 , and 0.034 dB, respectively; and resolutions of 1 fs, 0.005 ps 2 and 0.01dB, respectively, the binary technique has wide potential for applications in fiber characterization, optical component measurements, and optical component manufacturing. Finally, we describe the use of our binary measurement system for additional applications, including the measurement of polarization extinction ratio and PM fiber beat length. Fig. 1 . The construction of a binary polarization measurement system comprised of a PSG and a PSA made with binary magneto-optic polarization rotators, a tunable laser, and a computer.
System description
As shown in Fig. 1 , the binary polarization measurement system consists of a tunable laser (TLS), a binary MO PSG, a binary MO PSA, and a control computer (PC). The device under test (DUT) is placed between the PSG and PSA. The PSG and PSA each contain 6 binary MO polarization rotators, a polarizer, and a quarter wave plate. The PSA also contains a photodetector (PD) and a signal amplification circuit. As described in [19] and [20] , our MO rotators have the following attractive binary properties: when a positive magnetic field above a saturation level is applied, the rotator rotates the SOP by a precise angle . When a negative magnetic field beyond the saturation level is applied, the rotator rotates the SOP by precisely . For the purposes of the PSG and PSA,  is designed to be around 22.5°. Therefore, when two rotators rotate the SOP in the same direction, the net rotation is +45° or -45°. Conversely, if the two rotators rotate the SOP in opposite directions, the net SOP rotation is zero. With the rotation directions of each rotator controlled by the PC, the PSG can generate 6 particular polarization states and the PSA can accurately measure the state of polarization (SOP) and the degree of polarization (DOP) of light entering it by analyzing voltages generated in the photodetector using Mueller Matrix analysis. As described in [20] , the binary PSA can also be self-calibrated to remove inaccuracies caused by imperfections in components and workmanship, yielding extremely high measurement accuracies.
Both Jones and Mueller matrix analysis methods can be used to obtain the complete set of polarization related information of a DUT, including PMD (birefringence), PSP (orientation angle of birefringence), PDL (diattentuation), and PDL orientation angle. Other methods, such as the wavelength scanning method, can be used to obtain PMD information only. The system shown in Fig. 1 can be used to implement all of the measurement methods described above, but in this paper, we will concentrate on its use with the Jones and Mueller matrix methods to measure and calculate the complete polarization information of a DUT. We will then validate our measurement system by using it to measure specially made PMD and PDL artifacts and compare the measurement results with the theoretical values of the artifacts. Finally, we will describe the use of this system for other applications, including the measurements of the polarization extinction ratio (PER) of a polarization maintaining (PM) fiber, the stress in a PM connector, and the beat length of a PM fiber.
Theoretical background

Jones Matrix eigenanalysis method (JME)
Obtaining the Jones Transfer Matrix: Generally, the polarization transfer matrix of an optical device under test (DUT) can be described by a 2x2 complex Jones transfer matrix , and the input and output polarization states are related by [21] 00 01 10 * , 1
where J PSG is the normalized Jones vector of the light output generated by the PSG, J PSA is the normalized Jones vector of the light measured by the PSA, and c* is a complex constant related to the absolute amplitude and absolute phase of the light wave. Note that the ratio of
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It is important to note that in Eqs. (3) to (5), the three polarization states generated by the PSG are not specified in our analysis. Any three non-degenerate SOPs generated by the PSG can be used to obtain the 2x2 complex Jones transfer matrix . The lack of restrictions on the SOPs used eliminates the accuracy requirement for the PSG and makes our system less susceptible to variations caused by the wavelength and temperature dependences of the PSG. 
The complex eigenvectors  s and  f of matrix T() are the fast and slow principal states of polarization of the DUT, and the differential group delay (DGD) () can be calculated from 
Mueller matrix measurement method (MMM)
Obtaining the Mueller matrix: Let the Stokes vector of the ith output of the PSG be
The 
At least 4 non-degenerate SOPs must be generated by the PSG and analyzed by the PSA to completely determine Mueller Matrix M by solving Eq. (13) . In such a case, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 in Eqs. (12) and (13) . However, for higher accuracies, we require that as many as 6 nondegenerate SOPs be generated by the PSG and analyzed by the PSA, so that i = 0, 1, 2…5. 
Consequently, the Mueller matrix of the DUT can be obtained from
where (S   PSG   ) T is the transpose of matrix S PSG . Obtaining PDL: For a given optical frequency, the PDL of a DUT can be obtained [23]  from 2   2  2  00  01  02  03   2  2  2  00  01  02  03 10 log( ) 10 log
Obtaining PMD: For two adjacent optical frequencies, define a matrix
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is rather complicated, so we will obtain the result numerically. The DGD and PSP vectors can be calculated using
where q  and q  are the unit vectors of the slow and fast PSP, respectively. The symbol "  " in Eq. (19) stands for cross product, and "  " stands for inner product. As with the case using the JME method, the second order PMD can be calculated numerically using Eq. (11), but with q replaced by q  .
PMD and PDL artifacts
To validate the accuracy of our binary polarization measurement technique, PMD and PDL artifacts with precise PMD and PDL values were required. We fabricated such PMD and PDL standards, shown in Fig. 2 , with PMD and PDL values defined by quantities that are precisely known, as described below. 
DGD artifacts
1 st order PMD (DGD) artifacts were constructed using quartz crystals of precise lengths, whose DGD values can be obtained by:
where L is the length of the quartz crystal, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and g n  is the group birefringence defined as:
In Eq. (21), n is the phase birefringence and  is the wavelength in vacuum.
Quartz is the most well-known birefringent crystal, with birefringences at different wavelengths precisely known to an accuracy of about 0.25% [25] . In addition, quartz crystals have excellent temperature stability with respect to both dimension and birefringence, with an extremely low temperature coefficient of 1.232x10 4 /°C [9, 26] for total retardation. Furthermore, the processes for cutting and polishing quartz crystals are mature, and the dimensional tolerance is better than 10m. Finally, quartz crystals are environmentally stable and their physical properties are generally not affected by aging. We enclosed a quartz crystal of 20mm length in a 27 x 6 x 6 (mm) stainless steel package, pigtailed using a pair of lowstress fiber collimators, as shown in Fig. 2 (A). The collimators are soldered to the stainless steel package using a standard process for making telecom grade fiber optic components with high environmental and long-term stabilities. The use of low-stress fiber collimators is necessary to minimize stress-induced birefringence and its effect on the overall DGD accuracy. As a result, the overall DGD accuracy at 1550nm is better than 2.03 fs within a temperature range of 23±5 °C at all times, as shown in Table 1 . This DGD artifact can therefore be used as a "golden" calibration standard for calibrating different PMD measurement instruments. Pigtail birefringence ±1fs  Pigtail=1.0fs
Total uncertainty
* The artifact is made with a 20mm long quartz crystal with a DGD value of 627.7fs at 1550nm
SOPMD artifacts
Wavelength independent second order PMD (SOPMD) artifacts were constructed by cascading two birefringent YVO 4 crystals with their birefringent axes oriented 45 degrees from each other, as shown in Fig. 2(B) . The SOPMD can be calculated as [27]:
The corresponding DGD is
where  is the relative orientation angle between the two crystal sections. 
PDL artifacts
We also designed and fabricated PDL artifacts using BK7 glass slabs oriented at different angles with respect to the direction of incident light, as shown in Fig. 2(C) . Because the transmittances of the p-and s-components are different and are wavelength independent, the transmitted light will have a wavelength independent polarization dependent loss (diattenuation). 
where  i and  t are the incidence and refraction angles, and are related by Snell's Law: sin( i )/ sin( t )=n i /n t . The corresponding PDL can be calculated using 2 10 log( ) 10log cos ( )
Because each slab has front and rear surfaces, the PDL value of a PDL artifact containing a single slab of BK7 is the summation of the PDL values from both surfaces. Similarly, the PDL value of a PDL artifact made with multiple slabs is the summation of the PDL values of all slabs used in the artifact. We chose BK7 glass [30] for its temperature stability, dimensional stability, and ease of fabrication. In order to minimize the interference of light reflected from the front and rear surfaces, the rear surface is polished at a 0.5° tilt angle with respect to the front surface. Table 3 summarizes the PDL uncertainties caused by different factors. Clearly, the largest uncertainty factor is the incidence angle to the slab. 
0.00005dB
Total uncertainty: 0.013dB 0.052dB The nominal incidence angles are 33.92° and 62.93°, respectively, for the 0.4-dB and 2-dB artifacts.
As shown in Table 3 , the largest contributions to the total uncertainty are caused by the tolerances of the incidence angle and the angle between the slab's two surfaces. These are fixed once the fiber collimators are soldered to the case, as shown in Fig. 2 . To counter their effect, we calibrated the artifacts' PDL values using the maximum and minimum search method [31] . Specifically, we searched for the maximum and minimum output powers from an artifact while varying the input polarization. The power difference in dB is the PDL value of the artifact. The calibration results are 0.387±0.005dB for a nominally 0.4-dB artifact and 1.959±0.010dB for a nominally 2-dB artifact. For the calibration, we used a highly stable laser source (Agilent 81640A), a high quality polarization controller with extremely low activation loss (General Photonics Model PCS-4X with activation loss less than 0.005 dB) and a polarization insensitive power meter built with an integrated optical sphere (ILX Lightwave FPM-8210). Once calibrated, the PDL variation due to temperature variation is negligible, as shown in Table 3 .
Experimental results
PMD measurement resolution
To characterize the resolution of our measurement system, we measured the PMD value of a piece of single mode fiber. We placed a 2-cm section of the bare fiber in a fiber squeezer (General Photonics' fiber squeezer polarization controller, PLC-003) to induce a small amount of birefringence or PMD in the fiber via the photo-elastic effect, and then measured the PMD value of the fiber as the pressure on the fiber was increased. As shown in Fig. 3(A) , as the pressure on the fiber section increases, the SOP traces out a circle on the Poincaré Sphere [32, 33] . A complete circle corresponds to a 2 retardation caused by pressure induced birefringence or, at a wavelength of 1550nm, a DGD of 5.2 fs. Therefore, the pressure induced DGD value can be approximated by counting the SOP revolutions as the pressure on the fiber section is increased using the fiber squeezer. Figure 3(B) shows the DGD as a function of wavelength, measured with the binary system described in Fig. 1 using the Jones Matrix method for two cases: one with no applied pressure and the other with an applied pressure corresponding to a SOP rotation angle of 2. It is evident that our system can easily distinguish PMD value changes as small as 1 fs. The measured DGD of 0.82fs with no applied pressure is the combination of the DGD of the fiber itself and the noise floor of the measurement system. It can therefore be concluded that the DGD measurement resolution of our measurement system is better than 1 fs. The same resolution is also obtained when the Mueller Matrix method is used. Figure 3(C) shows the pressure induced DGD as a function of SOP rotation angle. The dashed line is the DGD obtained from the SOP rotation angle, while the black dots represent the DGD obtained with our measurement system. The measured DGD shows good agreement with that obtained by SOP angle counting. Again, a measurement resolution of less than 1 fs is clearly demonstrated. 
DGD and SOPMD measurements
We constructed a DGD artifact using a 20 mm long quartz crystal and measured its DGD value using the binary system described in Fig. 1 . The DGD value calculated from Eqs. (20) and (21) and birefringence data at 1550 nm from [25] is 627.7fs±2.03 fs (see Table 1 ). The measured DGD values, averaged over the c-band, using the Jones matrix eigenanalysis (JME) and Mueller matrix measurement (MMM) methods are 627.0 fs and 628.1 fs, respectively. The measured DGD as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 4 . The wavelength variations of the measured DGD are ± 2.75fs and ±2.93fs, respectively, obtained with the JME and MMM methods. As shown in Fig. 4 , our measurement system can resolve SOPMD values as small as 0.001 ps 2 . However, since the largest measured SOPMD value is 0.004 ps 2 for a DGD artifact with a theoretical SOPMD value of zero ps 2 , we can conservatively conclude that our measurement system has a SOPMD resolution of 0.005 ps 2 . This high resolution reflects the excellent repeatability of our binary PSG and the resolution of our binary PSA used in the system. We constructed another PMD artifact by cascading two YVO 4 crystals of 16mm length with a 45 degree relative orientation angle, as described in Section 4.2. The DGD values of the two crystals, measured with the binary measurement system described in Fig. 1 
PDL measurement
We also constructed two PDL artifacts using the method described in Section 4.3. The calibrated PDL values are 1.959±0.01 dB and 0.387±0.005 dB, respectively, as shown in Section 4.3. Their PDL wavelength dependences, measured using our binary system, are shown in Fig. 6 . The average measured PDL values of the two artifacts are 1.964 dB and 0.375 dB, respectively, using the Mueller matrix method, and 2.01dB and 0.416dB, respectively, using the Jones matrix method. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the values measured using the two methods are slightly different, and those measured with the Mueller matrix method show less wavelength variation. As shown in the next section, the Mueller matrix method also has better measurement repeatability. This is because the Mueller matrix method relies on power measurement, while the JME method is based on SOP measurement. As a result, the Mueller matrix method generally has better accuracy and repeatability (as shown in the next section) than the JME method for low PDL measurement because power measurement generally has better accuracy and repeatability than SOP measurement.
As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the fluctuations in the measured PDL vs. wavelength values are about ±0.03dB for the Jones matrix method and ±0.005dB for the Mueller matrix method. Theoretically, the artifact's PDL should be wavelength independent. The observed fluctuation is mainly due to system noise and the wavelength dependence of the fiber pigtail's PDL vector, because the total PDL is the vector summation of the PDL of the artifact and its fiber pigtails. Based on these results, the worst-case PDL measurement resolution should be better than 0.01dB for the Mueller matrix method and 0.06dB for the Jones matrix method. Fig. 6 . Measured PDL as a function of wavelength using the JME and MMM methods. (A) PDL vs. wavelength of a "2dB" artifact, and (B) PDL vs. wavelength of a "0.4 dB" artifact. PDL obtained using MMM method has much less wavelength variation than that obtained using JME method.
Repeatability measurements and Accuracy determination
In order to determine the repeatability of our measurement system, we measured the PMD and PDL artifacts multiple times. The results are listed in Table 4 . The Mueller Matrix Method data are shown to have better repeatability and accuracy than the corresponding Jones Matrix Method data; therefore, we will use Mueller Matrix results to determine the accuracy and repeatability of our measurement system. It is evident that our binary measurement system has a remarkable DGD repeatability of 0.022 fs for a 627.7 fs DGD artifact, a SOPMD repeatability of 0.28 ps 2 for a 130.2 ps 2 SOPMD artifact, a PDL repeatability of 0.041dB for a 2-dB PDL artifact, and a PDL repeatability of 0.034dB for a 0.4-dB PDL artifact, measured using the Mueller Matrix Method. Note that the DGD repeatability of our binary system is more than 100 times better than those of commercially available systems on the market [34, 35] . No published repeatability data for SOPMD measurement were found for either research or commercial measurement systems.
B. L. Heffner reported a DGD repeatability of about 0.05 fs for the measurement of an 11.423 fs quartz slab, where the measured DGD was averaged over a 1304 nm to 1540 nm range [36] . However, such a large wavelength range is difficult to obtain for practical use. By contrast, our DGD repeatability of 0.022 fs for a 627.7 fs artifact was obtained by averaging data only from 1528nm to 1563nm, a wavelength range well within the tuning range of a commercially available tunable laser.
Note that the total PDL vector of a device under test is the vector summation of the PDL vectors of all components in the measurement setup, including connectors, fiber pigtails, and the DUT itself. The positions of the fiber pigtails determine the relative orientation of the PDL vectors involved, and hence affect the total PDL values. During measurement, we arranged the fiber pigtails of the PDL artifacts in different positions to account for PDL variation caused by the residual PDL values of the fiber pigtails and connectors. The measurement results therefore include these residual PDL contributions.
As discussed in Section 4, the 2-cm quartz DGD artifact has a "standard" DGD value of 627.7±2.03 fs (see Table 1 ). The worst deviations between the measured and standard DGD values are 0.70 fs and 0.41 fs, measured using JME and MMM, respectively. These deviations are well within the uncertainty range of the DGD artifact. Therefore, the absolute DGD measurement accuracies are determined to be better than |2.03fs|+|0.68fs|+|0.39fs|=3.1fs for the JME method, and |2.03fs|+|0.41fs|+|0.19fs|=2.6fs for the MMM method, where 0.39 fs and 0.19 fs are the DGD measurement repeatabilities of our system when JME and MMM analysis methods, respectively, are used, as shown in Table 4 . Note that the largest contribution to the inaccuracy is not from our measurement system itself, but from the artifact's DGD value uncertainty (2.03 fs). A much higher measurement accuracy might be claimed if an artifact with a much tighter DGD value tolerance were available. Nevertheless, it is also important to point out that the DGD measurement accuracy of our measurement system is more than 10 times better than those of commercial PMD measurement systems on the market [34] .
In order to verify the measurement uniformity of our measurement method, we measured the same DGD artifact using three identical measurement systems built according to the design shown in Fig. 1 , using three different PSG-PSA pairs and three different tunable lasers. The measured DGD values are 628.1 fs, 627.7 fs and 629.0 fs. The spread is well within the artifact's DGD range of 627.7 ±2.03fs.
The SOPMD artifact has a "standard" SOPMD value of 130.3±0.73 ps 2 (see Table 2 ). The worst measured result deviates by 2.01ps 2 and 0.38 ps 2 from the standard value when JME and MMM analysis methods, respectively, are used. Consequently, the worst-case absolute accuracy for SOPMD measurement using our system can be estimated to be |0.73 ps 2 |+|2.01 ps 2 |+|1.35 ps 2 |=4.18ps 2 using the JME method, and |0.73 ps 2 |+|0.38 ps 2 |+|0.28 ps 2 |=1.39ps 2 using the MMM method, where 1.35 ps 2 and 0.28 ps 2 are the corresponding measurement repeatabilities of the two methods, as shown in Table 4 . To the best of the authors' knowledge, this SOPMD measurement accuracy of 1.39 ps 2 represents the highest reported SOPMD accuracy to date.
Accuracy estimations similar to those described above for DGD and SOPMD yield a PDL measurement accuracy better than 0.223dB (JME) and 0.074dB (MMM) for the 2-dB PDL artifact, and 0.17dB (JME) and 0.06dB (MMM) for the 0.4-dB artifact.
As previously pointed out, our system generally has better accuracy and repeatability using the MMM method; therefore, we will use MMM analysis method results to determine the performance of our measurement system. We therefore conclude that our binary measurement system has DGD, SOPMD, and PDL accuracies of 2.6 fs, 1.39 ps 2 , and 0.06 dB, respectively. 
PM fiber PER [37-39] and connector stress measurements
To minimize polarization dependent effects, it is often desirable to maintain a constant state of polarization as light propagates through an optical system. With regard to such systems, polarization extinction ratio (PER), or polarization crosstalk, is a measure of the degree to which the light is confined in the principal polarization mode. It is defined as the ratio of the power in the principal polarization mode to the power in the orthogonal polarization mode after propagation through the system, expressed in dB. Polarization maintaining (PM) optical fibers have an optical (slow) axis defined by a strong linear birefringence. If light input to an ideal PM fiber is polarized along the fiber's optical axis, the state of polarization (SOP) will be maintained during propagation through the fiber. However, if the input light's SOP is misaligned, or the light is not fully polarized, the polarization component in the slow axis will propagate at a different speed from the polarization component aligned to the fast axis. Therefore, there will be a relative phase difference between the two polarization components. The resulting SOP at the exit of the fiber will change when the relative phase changes. For the case of a linearly polarized light beam launched into a PM fiber with a misalignment angle of  from the fiber's slow axis, as shown in Fig. 7 , the extinction ratio due to the misalignment can be calculated as The PSA in the measurement system shown in Fig. 1 can be used to precisely measure the PER. If the slow axis of a PM fiber is aligned to the reference plane of the PSA at the PSA entrance, the normalized SOP can be calculated as cos 2 sin 2 cos sin 2 sin
( 2 7 ) where  and  are the misalignment angle and the phase difference between the slow and fast axes, respectively. Variations in the input wavelength or in the fiber length due to temperature changes or mechanical stress will cause a variation in the relative phase , which in turn will cause the SOP to rotate about axis (1,0,0) on the Poincaré sphere when the relative phase  is changed.
If the slow axis is misaligned to the PSA's reference plane by an angle 2, the measured normalized polarization state can be expressed as: cos 2 cos 2 sin 2 sin 2 cos sin 2 cos 2 cos 2 sin 2 cos sin 2 sin
It can be shown that the output SOP rotates about the slow axis (cos2, sin2, 0) to trace out a circle as  increases or decreases, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Note that changes in wavelength, fiber length, or temperature will cause  to change. The radius of the circle can be calculated to be R=sin2, and the PER can be calculated as Essentially, the PER measured by our system, defined in Eq. (29), indicates the degree of linear polarization of light inside the PM fiber, or how well the input linear polarization is aligned with the slow (or fast) axis of the PM fiber. For a perfect polarization alignment, R approaches 0 (the circle collapses to a point), and the corresponding PER approaches infinity. At the other extreme, if the light power is equally split between the fast and slow axes, R approaches 1 (the SOP traces a great circle on the circumference of the Poincaré Sphere) and the corresponding PER approaches 0.
In our measurement system, because light output from the PM fiber is directly coupled into the PSA via free space, there is no alteration of the SOP before the light is analyzed. Consequently, the rotation axis of the circle is in the plane of the Poincaré sphere's equator and the angle  is the angle between the slow axis and the reference plane of the PSA, as shown in Fig. 8 . The PSA adapter has a reference key slot to accept a keyed PM fiber connector. Because the key slot is perpendicular to the PSA's reference plane, the angle between the slow axis of the PM fiber and the connector key is therefore 90- degrees. For example, =90° (the circle rotates around S 2 in Fig. 8 ) means that the slow axis of the PM fiber is vertical and aligned to the alignment key direction, and =0° indicates that the slow axis of the PM fiber is horizontal and perpendicular to the alignment key direction.
In practical measurement, the center of the circle generally deviates from the plane of the equator. This deviation is caused by stress induced birefringence and/or other polarization altering effects caused by the connector. The effect is equivalent to that of a PM fiber followed by a waveplate. Generally speaking, a greater deviation from the equator indicates a higher stress level. Such a measurement capability is very useful for PM fiber connectorization, because it can reveal information about whether an epoxy or a curing process used for the connectorization induces enough stress on the fiber to cause degradation of the polarization extinction ratio. The final degraded PER can be measured with a standard PER meter made with a rotating linear polarizer [37] . Figure 9 shows PER measurement results for two PM fibers with FC/PC connectors. The effect of stress is clearly shown in one of the PM connectors. In Fig. 9(A) , the SOP evolution circle is centered on the equator, indicating negligible stress on the output fiber tip caused by connectorization. Consequently, the difference in PER values measured with our system and with a rotating polarizer is negligible. By contrast, in Fig. 9(B) , the center of the SOP evolution circle is displaced from the equator, indicating a relatively large stress on the fiber. The stress induced birefringence of the output fiber tip can therefore be expected to degrade the output polarization extinction ratio. Indeed, the PER of the light after the output fiber connector is reduced to 31.1 dB measured with a rotating polarizer, although the PER of the light inside the fiber is as high as 39.6 dB measured with our measurement system.
In conclusion, by observing the size and position of the SOP evolution circle on the Poincaré Sphere, one can readily distinguish the PER degradation of a PM fiber caused by input SOP misalignment (size of the circle) from that caused by connectorization induced stress (deviation of the circle from the equator). Such a capability is a useful tool for determining the quality of PM fiber connectorization by identifying stress induced birefringence. Fig. 9 . PER measurement results: (A) PER measurement result with low stress on output FC/PC connector. (B) PER measurement result with relatively high stress on output FC/PC connector. The corresponding PER of light in the PM fiber is 39.6 dB; however, the PER of the output light is reduced to 31.1 dB due to stress induced birefringence. The deviation of the SOP evolution circle from the equator can be used to indicate stress induced birefringence at the exit end of the PM fiber.
PM fiber beat length estimation and results
Beat length is important because it measures how well a fiber maintains polarization. It is a measure of how fast the two orthogonal modes become decoupled and thus cease to exchange energy. Fibers with short beat lengths preserve polarization more strongly than those with long beat lengths.
Beat length L B is defined by the ratio of the wavelength of the transmitted light  to the fiber's phase birefringence n We measured the beat length of a 1.16m Panda PM fiber and obtained a DGD of 1.578ps. The corresponding beat length from Eq. (36) is 3.86mm, consistent with the manufacturer's specified value of 3~5mm [42] . For a PM fiber with DGD 2 DGD 1 , the beat length at  2 can be estimated by using the beat length measurement result at  1 :
For example, if we measure the DGD and beat length L B1550 of a PM fiber at 1550 nm, its beat length L B1310 at 1310 nm is simply L B1310 =(1310/1550)L B1550 =0.845L B1550 .
Summary
In summary, we describe a novel polarization measurement system consisting of a binary MO polarization state generator (PSG), a binary MO polarization state analyzer, a tunable laser, and a personal computer. Because of its binary nature, the system can be easily calibrated against imperfections in the optical components used in the system, caused by wavelength and environmental variations. Consequently, we have achieved the unprecedented PMD measurement sensitivity or resolution of 1 fs, PMD measurement accuracy of 2.6 fs, PMD measurement repeatability of 0.022 fs, SOPMD resolution of 0.005 ps 2 , SOPMD accuracy of 1.39 ps 2 , SOPMD repeatability of 0.28 ps 2 , PDL resolution of 0.01 dB, PDL accuracy of 0.06 dB, and PDL repeatability of 0.034 dB. We also describe and demonstrate some other interesting applications of the system, including PER measurement, PM fiber connector stress analysis, and PM fiber beat length measurement. This extremely accurate polarization measurement system will find a wide range of applications in optical component characterization, optical fiber link characterization, PM fiber connectorization, and PM fiber characterization.
